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Fernandez
simple, not original
cliché on names
better known than anything else, a child without doubt.

Fernandez 
a knife churning in my heart
vomit bubbling in my throat 
pain, broken heart.

Fernandez 
nineteen years, still no call. 

today, Fernandez is said with pride
small hopes that you see it one day 
on a 
newspaper
 book, perhaps
see the name you let slip away
your name, but not really yours 
your daughter, but not really yours
your pain, but only yours.

your only pain
By Ashley fernandez

ART // TREVOR COOPERSMITH

!ere’s power in the act of choice,
Manifest your will; use your voice.
Change the world from where you came,
But note your soul remains the same.
Feelings change at times from growth—
Stay true to you, uphold your oath.

Take a leap on the count of one—
Any longer is stalling.
Hear the wind roar in your ears,
Learn to "y while falling.

fly while falling
By ricky barajas
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By Sarah Wilson
Lord Ascending

Pulled from an excerpt of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J. K. Rowling

By Ricky Barajas
Pulled from an excerpt of Akata Witch by Nnedi Okorafor

and respectable di!ers amongst scholars. "e people are like 
people anywhere, but the scholars are the leaders. If they are 
rotten, things can go very wrong.
“Zuma Ajasco has only two scholars. You’ll know Madame 
Koto when you see her. I’ll introduce you if the chance aris-
es. You can’t miss her; she’s a descendant of the ancient line 
of Tall Men. She’s also quite...wide. People say she eats #ve-
course meals four times a day. It’s believed she secretly owns 
one of the world’s biggest oil companies; not one knows 
which one. When you see her, she’ll be surrounded by very 
attractive men, none of whom she is married to. She refuses 
to marry on principle.
“"en there’s Ibrahim Ahmed. He might be a hundred and 
twelve, but he looks as if he’s lived for over three hundred 
years. He has #$een wives, owns a hundred-and-#$y-room 
mansion that changes shape and location every #ve months, 

and is rumored to be working with some Iraqis to break the 
physical plane between Earth and Jupiter. It’s also rumored 
that he’s dined in the White House many times with various 
American presidents. He makes his money in oil. You see 
the problem?”
Sunny did. "ese didn’t sound like Leopard scholars, who 
were supposed to live by the philosophy of modesty and only 
be interested in chittim and the welfare of the people.

“"ese fools passed the fourth level?” Sasha looked skep-
tical.
“Oh, those two aren’t fools,” Anatov said. “No, no, no. And 
yes, they’ve passed the fourth level. "ey’re capable of great 
things, but potential doesn’t equal success.”

Jesus’s General pulled the funky train up to the festival 
entrance, which was marked by a wooden arch, and they got 
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"e two men appeared out of nowhere, a few yards apart in 

the narrow, moonlit lane. For a second they stood quite still, 
wands directed at each other’s chests; then, recognizing each 
other, they stowed their wands beneath their cloaks and started 
walking briskly in the same direction. 

“News?” asked the taller of the two. 
“"e best,” replied Severus Snape.
"e lane was bordered on the le$ by wild, low growing 

brambles, on the right by a high, neatly manicured hedge. "e 
men’s long cloaks %apped around their ankles as they marched. 

“"ought I might be late,” said Yaxley, his blunt features 
sliding in and out of sight as the branches of overhanging trees 
broke the moonlight. “It was a little trickier than I expected. But 
I hope he will be satis#ed. You sound con#dent that your recep-
tion will be good?”

Snape nodded, but did not elaborate. "ey turned right, into 
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